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Boost Cybersecurity with Managed Services
Did you know your organization could be subject to data breach
notification laws and possible fines for data breaches and losing
sensitive client data? The exact laws and regulations do vary by
state and industry, among other factors. But the fact remains that
poor cybersecurity can lead to grave consequences, either
financial or for your reputation.
Common sense advice is that any organization should establish
and maintain a plan for managing cybersecurity risks. This
security plan should be informed by applicable laws and regulations.
Are you concerned about the state of your security and your ability to protect your organization's sensitive
information? Managed IT services can help. Managed IT services are the constant remote monitoring of your IT
network and technology services, such as:

Read more »
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7 Dos and Don'ts of Secure
Online Tax Filing

Stick with Security: Secure
remote access to your network

used with permission from Norton by Symantec
by Nadia Kovacs

used with permission from FTC.gov
by Thomas B. Pahl, Acting Director, FTC Bureau of
Consumer Protection

Online fraud is one of
fastest growing crimes
of our time. The ability
to be anonymous, and
the fact that it can be
performed anywhere in
the world makes it very difficult, if not impossible, for
law enforcement to curb it.
As online fraud continues to grow, an unfortunate
number of American citizens might face this
scenario: It's tax season, and you are getting your
paperwork together in order to file your taxes.
During the process you receive an email from the
IRS stating "Congratulations on filing your tax
return."

Read more »

Ask a business person
where their office is
located and the likely
answer is "everywhere."
They're working from
home, staying in the
loop while traveling,
and catching up on
email between sales
calls. For productivity's sake, many companies give
their employees — and perhaps clients or service
providers — remote access to their networks. Are
you taking steps to ensure those outside entryways
into your systems are sensibly defended?

Read more »

Engage With a Security Specialist Now

What HUB Tech Clients Are Saying
“It is a pleasure to work with Hub Tech, all staff are
professional and very accommodating”
- IT Director, Town of Hull\Hull Public Schools
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Just for Laughs...

Monthly Quote

Business Continuity Tip

"To be yourself in a world that is

Non-Technical Security Practices
on the Go

constantly trying to make you
something else is the greatest
accomplishment."

Strong security isn't just about the
cyber domain of strong passwords and
blocking malware. You also safeguard

-- Ralph Waldo Emerson

sensitive information with physical
security and cautious behavior. Here
are some non-technical security tips:
Read more »
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